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Stanley Ipkiss
The Mask

By day, Stanley Ipkiss is introvert who works at 
the local Edge City bank who pines after the 
simplest thing: love. But by night, he is The 

Mask. An outlandish animated person who always 
seems to get his way, no matter who is at the 

butt of his joke or stands in his way.

Who would've thought this shy bank teller could become such a menace?



A Little Party Never Killed 
Nobody

By Fergie

For The Mask, life is a party, and he 
plans to live it like that 24/7. This song 
connects to The Mask because it goes 
to show that The Mask is the life of 
the party; living wild and having no 

regrets.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ZgjmE6xdaw


Isn’t She Lovely
By Stevie Wonder

From the moment he laid eyes on her, 
Stanley was in love, rather he wanted to 
admit it or not. And not only did it show in 
the way he presented himself, but how 
The Mask acted. This song connects to 

Stanley because no matter what he heard 
about Tina, he saw the person she was on 

the inside.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVvkjuEAwgU


Smooth Criminal
By Michael Jackson

When Stanley becomes The Mask, we see 
a totally different side to him. Not only does 
he take on a more animated form, he turns 
into what most would define as a smooth 

criminal wronging those who kept wronging 
him. This connects to Stanley/The Mask 

because although there is a whole manhunt 
after him, he continues to evade capture 

with his animated personality.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7PL3rmUhDI


Conclusion

In conclusion, The Mask and Stanley 
Ipkiss are 2 totally different people yet 
one in the same. These songs tie them 
together as well and as tell them apart 

in the best and the worst ways.
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